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1. Summnry

In September 19Yt1 the Swedish Government directed

the iïwcdinh Statr- Power Board (Vattenfall) to study

the question of rock-siting nuclear power plants.

The study was intended to deepen the studies previous-

ly made by the CDL (a joint organization of major

Swedish power producers). Reports on these studies

were published in 197^ and 1975.

The study accounted for in this report and its

enclosures aim at clarifying the advantages and

disadvantages of siting a nuclear power plant in

rock, compared to siting on ground level, considering

reactor safety, war protection and sabotage. The

need for nuclear power production during war situa-

tions and the closing down of nuclear power plants

after terminated operation are also dealt with.

The described technical design of a rock-sited

nuclear power plant is based on the latest developed

ASEA-ATOM reactor plant - BWR 3000 - and on a STAL-

LAVAL turbine plant developed in connection with

the BWR 3000. The technical studies and modifications

required to create a rock-sited plant are simpli-

fied by, or require cooperation with Swedish con-

tractors. Foreign contractors today are not

interested in rock siting.

Ac an alternative to the ground-sited plant, only

rock-siting ha:: been studied, as in previous studies.

A co-called pit siting permits somewhat greater

rrt.'ociom ac to the choice of location and the

technical disposition of the plant, but will not

Î
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and I. he nlTcct:; on the surroundings during the

construction i>eriod will be more evident.

The described technical design of a rock-sited

plant is based on the same theoretical solutions as

llioco presented by the CDL study in 1975. This

means that the technical systems and layout of the

ground-sited plant are maintained to a large extent

for rock-siting, and that the rock chamber has a

direct connection to the atmosphere by tunnels

equipped with stone beds. Technical solutions

involving the reactor plant, or only the reactor,

placed in a tight cavern may in some respects be

advantageous for the chosen design, but imply on

the other hand extens'ive alterations compared to

the ground-sited plant.

The object of rock-siting is to make possible safety

advantages that could scarcely be achieved in the

case of a first plant if fundamental technical

changes are to be implemented simultaneously.

Extensive new reactor-technical development is hard-

ly likely for rock siting, considering the limited

number of plants that can possibly be constructed.

It has thus been deemed necessary to refrain from

completely adapting the plant disposition to what

would have been desirable with respect to the rock

mechanical conditions. Among other things this has

led to a requirement for a rock chamber with an

uriui; ually large span for the reactor plant. It is

however considered possible to construct such rock

ehnmhrTB with sufficient strength. The stability

however cannot be finally verified until the rock

I
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chamber has been blasted out, which complicates

the procedure for permitting a plant, and involves

certain economic hazards. The demand for stability-

means that very high demands on the quality of the

rock must be placed on the choice of location of

a rock-sited plant.

Studies of the energy supply for the Stockholm

region show that the economy of a nuclear power and

district heating plant sited in rock on the Södertörn

peninsula to the south of the city is comparable

to that of a corresponding ground-sited plant at

Forsmark. If a rock-sited nuclear power plant for

combined power and district heating production can

be located considerably closer to an urban area

than a corresponding ground-sited plant, the lower

costs for district heating lines may, fully or

partly, compensate for the increased costs of rock-

siting. At current oil prices an alternative with

oil-fuelled local plants for heating would be more

favourable. If however oil-prices rise faster than

other costs for energy production, the economy for

the nuclear power alternative will be superior.

Nuclear power, moreover, provides greater seacurity

of energy supply.

Since a rock-sited plant on the Södertörn peninsula

and a ground-sited one at Forsmark for power and

district heating production for the Stockholm area

are in the main economically comparable, these two

alternatives have been studied and compared with

regard to the irradiological impact on the environ-

ment .

~ 3-
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Radioactive discharge during normal operations and

in the case of such serious accidents which, accord-

ing to the specifications laid down by the authori-

ties, are to'be mastered is slight whether the

plant be sited at ground level or in rock. Only

in the case of very large accidents leading to

overheated core and thereby to considerable activity

releases is it possible to show differences in the

impact on the surroundings. Current reactors are

however so designed that the likelihood of such

accidents occurring is so small that no considera-

tions are needed for the impact on the surroundings.

The background for this is that other events

affecting the community with both greater probabili-

ty and most far-reaching consequences dominate the

risk picture.

The safety comparison shows that ',the advantages of

rock-siting is improved war protection, lower sensi-

tivity to external disturbances and external sabotage ¡

as well as lower impact on the surroundings in

the case large-scale accidents of very low probabi-

lity.

The disadvantages of rock-siting are chiefly that

fires will be more difficult to fight, that the

evacuation routes for the staff will be longer,

that measures must be taken to prevent flooding,

that the plant is spread over a larger area and

thereby more difficult to maintain and that the

risk of falling rock must be considered. To this

must be added substantial extra costs for rock

siting.
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The disadvantages from a safety standpoint for rock

siting are chiefly assigned to events that have no

consequences outside the,plant, but that have a

probability that is not negligible. One exception

is, however, highly improbable rock fractures. The

advantages of the rock-sitéd plant are on the other

hand assigned to events leading, to considerable

consequences for the surroundings, but have a very

low probability, less t lían once in a hundred thousand

reactor years.,

Rock-siting offers good protection against acts of

war. It is therefore possible that a rock-sited

nuclear plant could be operated during war condi-

tions .

If such a plant were designed as a power and district

heating plant for an urban area, there would be

possibilities of delivering both power and heating

during war conditions. A ground-sited plant could

not be given corresponding protection with reasonable

efforts.

The need for nuclear power in war is however highly

dependent on the war situation and on the future

power demands. For the purposes of this study, in

spite of the uncertainty of future development,

certain levels of the power consumption in 1990

have been assumed. Based on these levels and on

certain assumed war cases there will be a need for

nuclear power in 1990 in some of the assumed cases,

while in some cases the power supply can be main-

tained without nuclear power.
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The cost for complete closing down and dismantling

of a nuclear power plant immediately after termina-

ted operation can be estimated at 5 % of the con-

struction costs. Closing down in stages involves

somewhat lower costs. For a rock-sited plant the

final dismantling can be postponed 50-100 years,

which reduces the costs. It is necessary to demolish

only a few buildings above ground in order to be

able to use the area for other purposes.

The rock-sited nuclear power plant described has

been assumed to cost about 25 % more in total cost

of construction than a corresponding ground-sited

plant. A large part of this extra cost is caused by

increased interest during the construction period.

This is a result of the construction period being

prolonged by 1.5 years for the rock-sited plant.

In the interest computation a calculating interest

of 10 % has been used. Also the costs for blasting

caverns, and adapting the installations are consider-

able.

Whether the described advantages of rock siting

compared to siting on ground level outweigh the

mentioned disadvantages and extra costs must be

judged in each case for the location considered.

To sum up rock-siting of a nuclear power plant

compared to a ground-sited plant leads to

- improved war protection

improved protection against external sabotage

less consequences for the surroundings from

extremely improbable accidents

f
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increased difficulties in mastering events such

as fires and flooding and to execute maintenance

demands on verification of the mechanical stabi-

lity of large rock chambers

about 25 % higher construction costs, including

interest costs and a 1.5 years longer construc-

tion period

At present it would seem realistic only to consider

rock-siting nuclear power and district heating plants

in connection with a large city.

Should it be judged important further to reduce

the consequences of extremely improbable accidents

in nuclear power plants designed only for electric

power production, it would appear more realistic to

choose more remote locations than is now the practice

rather than to choose rock-siting.

Í
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2. Background and work order

The idea of siting nuclear power plants in rock

arose at an early date. Already when the Swedish

nuclear power programme was started in the 1950's,

rock-siting was assumed for the earliest projects.

This resulted in the Agesta plant, which was taken

into operation in 196U „ being partly sited in rock.

A contributory reason for this was the lengthy

Swedish experience in siting power stations and

other industrial plants in rock.

In the development and construction of nuclear

power in the 196o"s rock-siting was never discussed

for the locations considered. Proposals were, how-

ever, made to locate nuclear power plants for

combined power and district heating in urban areas.

One such site was Värtan in Stockholm. When in 1972

the CDL presented possible locations for new nuclear

power plants the Military Staff requested a study

on war protected siting of nuclear power plants. In

1973 the CDL therefore started a study of this issue.

In the report from this study (CDL-71*) it was

established that rock-siting of some units in the

198o"s would be desirable, since it would give

increased security for the necessary power produc-

tion during a war situation. The study treated

the issue of safety against activity release in

general terms only.

Since a more profound treatment of the safety

issues seemed necessary in order to assess the

possibility of implementing a rock-sited plant,

a new CDL study was commenced (CDL-75). Its aim

was to clarify the advantages and disadvantages

from a reactor safety standpoint of a rock-sited
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nuclear plant, compared to a ground-sited plant.

The titudy, from which final report was published

in November 19Tt>, alfjo dealt with the question of

closing down a nuclear power plant after terminated

operation. The sabotage question was also treated,

but only in a very summary fashion.

Thé conducted studies (CDL-TU and CDL-75) were not

judged to provide a sufficient basis for the

decision on rock and underground siting of nuclear

power plants. The Government therefore commissioned

the Swedish State Power Board to conduct the required

supplementary studies that were to set out:

Advantages and disadvantages when siting

nuclear power plants underground or in rock from

safety, operational and maintenance standpoints.

An assessment of rock and underground siting of

nuclear power plants from the point of view of

war-risk and sabotage.

Construction and operation costs for rock and

underground siting, compared to above-ground

siting.-

These studies were to be reported to the Government

before June 30, 1977, and were asssumed to be used

as a basis for the 1978 Government Energy Bill.

The detailed material forming the basis for this

report has been developed in working groups within

the Swedish State Power Board. To these working

groups experts from other power industries as well

as ASEA-ATOM, STAL-LAVAL and Atomenergi have been

associated.

r
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This report is entitled Principal Report. The part

studies that serve as the basis for the Principal

Report have been eocipiled as Enclosures to the

Principal Report.

The members of the study group were

Ingvar Wivstad

Per-Eric Ahlström

Bertil Nilsson

Sam Ekholm

Tord Lindbo

Håkan Johansson

(director of the study)

Anders Bergström

Rune Fransson

Göran Stattin

Lars Hedsäter

Ebbe Forsgren

Karl-Axel Ohlsson

Dag Djursing

Bo Hafström

Per Almqvist

Emil Bachofner

Statens Vattenfallsverk

The Swedish State Power

Board (Chairman)

Statens Vattenfallsverk

The Swedish State Power

Board

"— i

Stockholms Energiverk •

Stockholm Energy Supply |

Authority |

Oskarshamnsverkets Kraft]

grupp AB - i

Oskarshamn Power Group,

OKG
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Jörgen Thunell

Cnut Sundqviat

Stig Rolandsson

2.1»

Sydsvenska Kraft AB

The South Swedish Power

Co. Ltd.

ASEA-ATOM

Detailed studies have also been made at ASEA-ATOM,

STAL-LAVAL and Atomenergi.

During the study sections of the study group have

been in touch with the Swedish Nuclear Power

Inspectorate (SKI), The National Swedish Board of

Physical Planning and Building (Planverket), Research

Institute of the National Defence (FOA), The National

Institute of Radiation Protection (SSI) and the CDL.

Contacts have also been made with institutions

working on corresponding questions in Germany,

Switzerland and the United States.

The study group has continuously reported to a

parliamentary committee whose members are as follows:

Hugo Bengtsson

Per Granstedt

Nils Hjort

Wivi-Anne Radsjö

Anders Wijkman

Göran Lundgren

Lars-Göran Redbrandt
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One possibility of making better use of the

advantages of rock-siting would be to locate a

plant at a moderate distance from a city and design

it for combined power and district heating produc-

tion. For such a plant some additional problems may

arise as are not present in a plant for electrical

power production only. The study has therefore been

concentrated on a power and district heating plant.

The conducted study refers to an ASEA-ATOM BWR with

a STAL-LAVAL turbine. The reason for this is that

the studies and modifications necessary to site

a nuclear plant in rock are made easier by, or

require cooperation with, domestic contractors.

This seems at least to be the case at present

since foreign power companies and reactor manufac-

turers are not seriously considering the rock-

siting of nuclear power plants.

Based on the instructions and considerations within

the study group, the following criteria for the

plant design have been established:

1.

2.

3.

The plant should be designed to provide

protection against external acts of war

with conventional weapons.

The plant should have a safety level equal

to that af an above-ground plant.

The design of the plant should moreover

utilize the possibilities of increasing

the safety offered by rock-siting. This

especially applies to the possibilities

for better mastering extremely improbable

accidents.

Vi-
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3. 1

Description of a ground-sited reference

plant

One condition has been, as far as possible, to

rely on used technology. The latest nuclear power

system developed in Sweden, the ASEA-ATOM BWR 3000,

as designed for the Porsmark 3 unit, has been made

reference plant for the study (Figure 1).

The reference plant, being a development of the

first two Forsmark units has a 3000 MW (thermal)

reactor and a STAL-LAVAL steam turbine delivering

a little over 1000 MW to the power network.

The reactor, with central auxiliary systems, is

placed in a 50 m tall reactor building, directly

connected to the turbine building (Figure 2). Around

these buildings are located lower buildings for

auxiliary equipment, power supply, control equipment

and staff. All these buildings are of concrete.

The plant fulfils very highly placed demands on

activity releases. This has largely influenced the

design of the plant, and contributed to a relatively

large construction volume. The often quadruple safety

systems of different types have been placed apart

in different places in the plant complex. Cables

and pipe systems have been extended along different

routes for the various sub-systems. In this way

measures have been taken to ensure that any single

incident shall not knock out several safety systems.

All access to the plant is through the entrance

building, where the necessary check is made. The

plant is divided into two separate areas "controlled"

and "uncontrolled" depending on the accessibility

from the point of view of radiation.
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Acce3s to a controlled area requires a change of

clothes and the carrying of a radiation registering

device.

The reactor is centrally located in the reactor

building, and is surrounded by the concrete contain-

ment. This is mainly a concrete pressure vessel

25 m in diameter and 30 m tall, with 1.5 m wall

thickness. The containment contains, apart from

the reactor, adherent pipe systems and a special

tank for reactor and containment cooling in the

event of an accident. The safety systems of the

reactor are for the most part placed in the reactor

building, outside the containment, and are available

for inspection during operation. The containment

and the safety systems are so designed that accidents

except for the most improbable, give no/or very

limited, radioactive release to the surroundings.

A further measure to ensure a high safety level for

the surroundings following an accident is that air,

which could contain activity, is led through special

ventilation systems to filters. From the filters the

air is released through a 100 m tall chimney.

The steam produced by boiling water in the reactor

core is led to the turbine by pipes. Following

condensation in the condenser, the water is returned

by pipes to the reactor. The water circulates in the

reactor by means of eight pumps located in the

reactor tank. Regulation of the reactor power is made

by altering the speeds of the pumps, or by altering

the position of the control rods in the reactor. The
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control rods have double control systems of different

kinds to increase safety. During normal operation an

electro-mechanical system is used, where the control

rods are moved into the reactor by a motor-operated

screw. For a reactor trip a hydraulic system is

used, high pressure water forcing the control rods

into the reactor.

The fuel in the core, consisting of 700 fuel elements

weighs about 125 tons, 25 tons of which are changed

each year.

When changing fuel the reactor tank is opened to the

fuel tanks placed over the containment. All fuel

handling is under water, which both cools the fuel

and protects the staff from radiation. The used fuel

is kept in the tank for at least half a year, before

being transported to further storage or treatment.

When the reactor is shut down the decay power gene-

rated in the core is cooled by double auxiliary

cooling systems.

The turbine, consisting of one high-pressure section

and three low pressure sections, together with the

generator is about 60 m long. It operates at 1500

rpm.

The turbine axle runs radially from the reactor

building, thus avoiding parts being thrown towards

the reactor building in the event of an accident

in the rotating system.

The turbine plant is equipped with moisture separa-

tors and reheaters after the high pressure section

and a sea-water-cooled condenser after the low

pressure sections.
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The turbine plant also has pre-heaters and pumps

for the feed water to the reactor and a feed water

tank. The generator feeds the current via a main

transformer placed outside, into the high-voltage

network. The auxiliary power of the plant, about

UO MW, is taken from the generator during normal

operation. For starting the plant it is taken from

the high-voltage net through the main transformer.

As a reserve there is a second feeding possibility

from the external network.

The auxiliary power supply for the quadruple safety

systems is divided into four different parts, each

connected to an auxiliary diesel generator.

The plant design for regulation and control of the

process is chiefly electric and includes a computer

for process supervision.

From the point of view of fire protection the plant

has been divided into several separate spaces separa-

ted by fire-proof walls. The plant also contains

extensive fire-fighting equipment, primarily sprink-

ling systems. Combustion gases and steam released

during accidents are ventilated through dampers and

hatches, usually directly to the atmosphere. The

fire-protection separation makes it somewhat more

difficult to evacuate the plant and to reach the

fire with fire-fighting equipment.

The plant described here produces only electric

power. For the cities of Stockholm and Malmö studies

have been made of plants for power and district

heating production. To such a plant heat condensers, f
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pumps and other equipment for district heating

are added. The turbine is made somewhat smaller,

since the number of low pressure sections is

reduced, but the total volume of the plant is

somewhat increased.
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Figures Chapter 3

Fig. 1 Perspective draft of a ground sited
reference plant, BWR 3000

Fig. 2 Reference plant» reactor building

Fig. 3 Reference plant, turbine building
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PERSPEKJIVSKISS PÂ MARKFÖRLAGD REFERENSANLÄGGNING, BWR 3000
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Fig. 2

PERSPEKTIVSKISS PÅ MARKFÖRLAGD REFERENSANLÄGGNING.
REAKTORBYGGNAD
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1| . The technical design of rock-sited

nuclear power plant

In the CDL study which made its final report in

1\)'{'j (CDL-7rj) the following four alternative de-

tiißiin for rock-sitod nuclear power plants were

discussed (Figure h) .

1 The reactor with a conventional containment

and reactor building with central auxiliary

equipment are placed in a rock chamber.

The chamber is made as tight and resistant

as possible to the loads that may occur

in the event of accidents, including,

extreme and improbable accidents.

The reactor is placed, as in alternative 1

with containment and reactor building in a

chamber. The chamber does however communi-

cate directly with the atmosphere through

open tunnels. The tunnels are equipped with

stone beds and are connected to high

chimneys.

The reactor is placed in a tightened chamber

as in alternative 1, but without the conven-

tional containment. The chamber is the

only containment.

The reactor is placed in a conventional

containment directly in connection with the

walls of the chamber, which will be smaller

than in the other alternatives. There is

no surrounding reactor building and the

auxiliary equipment is placed in other

adjacent chambers.
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In this study, as well as in the CDL-75 study,

great importance has been attached to the desire

to keep the safety level of rock-siting equal to

that of ground-siting. Contacts with licence-issuing

authorities have confirmed this judgement. If this

aim is to be fulfilled without special development

efforts, the plant must therefore be based on exist-

ing reactor systems and components, and on a design

that, as far as possible, resembles what has been

developed for ground-sited plants.

It is very evident today that both the power producing

industry and the reactor manufacturers grant standar-

dization and quality improving measures higher

priority than new and more advanced technological

solutions.

Alternative 2 maintains more than the other alterna-

tives the same design as above ground. Accident

scenarios that in a ground-sited plant give small

or moderate releases will be similar in this alter-

native. The loads on the chamber in the event of

serious accidents are reduced. All releases will

with certainty be made from chimneys after filtering

through stone beds.

A tight and resistant chamber around the reactor as

in alternative 1 would be a solution for utilizing

the inherent possibilities in rock-siting for im-

proving safety in the event of extremely improbable

accidents. This design is however difficult to

combine with the aim for safety equal to that at

ground level. If the chamber is tight, certain

pipe rupture accidents may give rise to a risk

for over-pressures difficult to master without
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major design alterations. The aim for equal level

safety oqual to that of ground-siting in the circum-

stances normally considered in designing nuclear

power plants has been judged important to fulfil.

Since extreme accidents are of such extraordinarily

low probability, the tight-chamber has had to give

way to the chamber ventilated to the atmosphere

through stone beds. Also a plant with an open

reactor chamber can be so designed that the protec-

tion against effects on the surroundings after

extremely improbable accidents is made significantly

better, compared to ground-sited plants.

The study proposal for the design of a rock-sited

plant B based on the following general assumptions

that were also valid for the CDL-75 study.

The plant is based on an ASEA-ATOM reactor

plant BWR 3000 and a 1500 rpm STAL-LAVAL

turbine plant, designed with extractions

for a district heating system. The greater

possible resemblance to a corresponding

ground-sited plant is sought, in order to

utilize previous designs and experience

(Figures 5» 6). The plant is placed below

cooling water, recipient level. The PS

containment of the reactor plant is main-

tained. Pressure relief and ventilation

tunnels from reactor and turbine chambers

are equipped with stone beds for steam

condensation and solid particle filtering.
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The largest possible considerations are

paid to the rock-mechanical demands without

departing too much from the principal design

of the ground level plant. The internal

and external communication routes are

designed to enable the largest possible

accessibility for all construction, installa-

tion, operation and maintenance situations.

The reactor with connected auxiliary systems is

placed, as in a corresponding plant above ground

in a building surrounded by a rock chamber. The

chamber communicates with the atmosphere through

ventilation channels and pressure relief tunnels

connected to 100 m high chimneys. The chamber is

strengthened and tightened to avoid ground level

releases of activity (Figure 7).

The rock surface is provided with concrete of

sufficient thickness to maintain the integrity of

the chamber even when exposed to loads from missiles

and pressure sequences in extreme accident scenarios.

The thickness of the concrete should be about 1 metre.

Thicker concrete may be required locally in the

ceiling of the chamber. Penetrations for pipes and

cables are protected against missiles, as are the

locks of the transport openings. Experience from

bomb shelters etc. indicates that such penetrations

and locks are technically feasible.

To avoid ground water pressure behind the concrete

plaster, the rock is drained by a system of drill-

holes about ten metres outside the rock wall. This

system is supplemented by a draining system in the
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concrete plaster. The draining system may also be

used to deal with leaking activity, if any. The

system is kept at low pressure by the evacuation

of air checked for activity.

A special chamber, situated on the same level as

the reactor chamber floor and connected by a tunnel,

contains the pumps for the draining of the reactor

chamber and for the reactor hall spray system.

Stone beds are placed in the pressure relief

channels to the atmosphere. These condense steam

and filter particles and aerosols. They are dimen-

sioned to avoid unacceptable pressures in the

chamber, even in the case of large pipe ruptures.

The radioactivity that my be released in the event

of accidents is filtered in the stone beds and let

out at high altitudes, thereby reducing the effect

on the surroundings.

The turbine hall has also tunnels with stone beds

for relief pressures which may occur at an accident.

Pressure relief is effected also in corresponding

plants above ground, but the emissions are made

directly from the building, at low altitude and

without filtering.

Even though the principal design of the reactor

systems is maintained, several auxiliary systems have

to-be adapted to siting underground in rock. These

include the turbine plant and different cooling and

ventilation systems.
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The safety 3ystems for a rock-sited plant are in

principle designed as above ground, but with some

supplements. For long time cooling after an accident,

the reactor chamber is, equipped with a water spray

system.

To obtain good separation the redundant systems for

auxiliary cooling water and chamber spray as well

as those for auxiliary power equipment and diesels,

have been placed in two separate chambers, on either

side of the reactor chamber. The plant control room

is placed in one of these chambers (Figure 8).
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Since the plant is placed below the recipient level,

it has been equipped with devices to protect it

from flooding. The two separate systems for auxiliary

cooling, as well as the main cooling system, are

connected to their cooling water channels by siphons

which may be broken by air inlet.

The turbine plant is designed with extractions, and

the special problems connected with leading steam

from the turbine to the heat condensers have been

thoroughly studied.

In order to avoid large span chambers as far as

possible, the turbine plant is placed in two -parallel

chambers. The larger contains the turbine with

generator, pre-heater, condensate pumps, reheaters

and moisture separators. Feedwater pumps, feed water

tank and district heating equipment are located

in the smaller chamber (Figures 7, 9, 10).
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Between the reactor and turbine chambers runs a

tunnel for steam and water pipes. The tunnel is

connected to the containment by a culvert. Isolation

valves are placed at the containment as is the

above ground praxis. In the tunnel there is a

sealed-off penetration, whereby the risk of activity

leaks to the turbine hall in the event of reactor

accidents is reduced. In the case of pipe ruptures

inside this seal, the culvert is ventilated through

a separate pressure relief tunnel, equipped with

stone bed, to a chimney. In the case of pipe

ruptures outside the seal, tue steam is ventilated

through the turbine hall and its pressure relief

system. This also has stone beds and is connected

to the chimney. The turbine system chambers have

tightened doors and penetrations which can withstand

the pressures that could occur in the case of pipe

rupture in the hall.

The distances between the reactor and turbine and

between the turbine and its auxiliary systems have

been increased for rock-mechanical reasons. The

longer steam and water pipes involve a higher

installation cost and a slightly lower power produc-

tion.

Since the turbine plant is intended to be placed

below recipient level the pressures in the cooling

water and district heating systems will be higher

than normal. In the cold condenser of the turbine

this implies that the titanium condenser tubes must

be welded to a titanium-plated tube plate. The tubes

are assumed to be collected in circular sets connected),

to water chambers with hemispherical ends.
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The heating condensers are subject to a higher class

of pressure on the water side, but this presents no

technical problems.

Siting below sea level makes special demands on the

design of the cooling water system with regard to

the risk for flooding. One example of this is the

previously mentioned arrangement of siphons which

may be broken by air inlet through valves regulated

by level controls in the chambers. Thus a possible

pipe rupture can be mastered.

Transformers and high-voltage switchyards are

brought together in a chamber located close to and

parallel with the turbine chamber. The power rods

from the generator can thereby be connected to the

transformers through transverse tunnels. The main

transformer is connected to a capsuled gas-insulated

switchyard.

The plant is connected to the high voltage network

by capsuled rods through vertical shafts. Auxiliary

power enters the plant by two separate lines, one

of which is the same as the normal output.

The transformer, the high-voltage chamber and the

penetrations are designed to prevent the effects

of a short-circuit or oil spray explosion being

spread to other parts of the plant.

The ventilation of the plant is designed to provide

different ventilation routes for redundant systems,

so that no function will be totally threatened by

fire in a single ventilation system.
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The ventilation flows are kept low since heat

Iof33eo in the plant are mostly cooled off with

water.

A ground-sited plant has a relatively extensive

fire ventilation. An equivalent fire ventilation

cannot he obtained with reasonable efforts in a

rock-sited plant. This is compensated for by a

greater use of automatic extinguishing systems,

especially around the diesels and around the

turbine, which contains both oil and hydrogen.

Evacuation and access routes have fire ventilation,

but the long distance to ground level still

results in evacuation and manual fire fighting

efforts being more difficult.

All chambers are connected with each other by tunnels

for pipes, cables and communications. Separation

between primarily the reactor plant and other parts

of the plant is achieved by locks in all tunnels

and penetrations for pipes and cables. These are

designed to sustain the pressures and temperatures

in conceivable accidents. These arrangements also

ensure that fire and water cannot be spread between

the parts of the plant.

The tunnel systems in a plant below ground level

are, as stated above, extensive. This has a negative

effect on operation and maintenance. The costs will

be higher than above ground and the working condi-

tions, especially for maintenance activities, more

difficult.
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As in the previous study (CDL-75)» only rock-siting

alternatives have been studied. Pit-siting permits

somewhat greater freedom in the choice of location

and plant design, but is not significantly less

expensive. The protection against weapon impact is,

however, lower and the effects on the environment

during the construction period greater.
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Figures Chapter h

Fig. h Alternative designs of a rock sited
BWR-plant

Fig. 5 Theoretical surface view of a rock
sited nuclear power plant

Fig. 6 Plan view of a rock sited nuclear power
plant compared with corresponding above
ground plant regarding relative position
of the parts of the plant

Fig. 7 Length section reactor-turbine

Fig. 8 Cross section reactor-auxiliary systems

Fig. 9 Cross section turbine building

Fig. 10 Plan view on reactor hall level
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ALTERNATIVE 1. REACTOR WITH COMPLETE CONTAINMENT
PLACED TOGETHER WITH CENTRAL
AUXILIARY EOUIPMENT IN A CLOSED
CAVERN

"SAFETY SYSTEMS

ALTERNATIVE 2 REACTOR WITH COMPLETE CONTAINMENT
PLACED TOGETHER WITH AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT IN A CAVERN OPEN TO
THE ATMOSPHERE.

VENTILATION
Tj| .SYSTEM

2É TUNNEL TO

= - ITC! "

I
I

'AIR LOCK ^SAFETY SYSTEMS

ALTERNATIVE 3 REACTOR PLACEO TOGETHER WITH CENTRAL
AUXILIARY EOUIPMENT IN A CLOSED CAVERN
CONSTITUTINQ THE CONTAINMENT.

TÜMÍEL
SURFACE

ALTERNATIVE 4. REACTOR PLACED IN A CONTAINMENT
DIRECTLY SURROUNDED BY THE ROCK.
AUXILIARY EOUIPMENT PLACED IN
SEPARATE CAVERNS.

FIGURE k ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS OF A ROCK SITED BWR- PLANT
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SITUATIONSPLAN FÖR BERGFÖRLAGD KARNKRAFTSTATION
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KÄRNKRAFT I BERG
Fig. 6 ( Bilaga = Fig. 51)

ISTM.l-1

MARKFÖRLAGD ANLÄGGNING

BERGFÖRLAGD ANLÄGGNING

JÄMFÖRELSE MELLAN MARKFÖRLAGD OCH BERGFÖRLAGD

ANLÄGGNING MED AVSEENDE PÄ ANLÄGGNINGSDELARNAS

INBÖRDES PLACERING. ( BWR 3000.)
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5.1

Rock-siting of power and district heating

plants

The rock-siting of nuclear power plants involves

considerable extra costs. It is therefore interesting

to consider how the advantages of rock-siting are

test exploited, other than the better war protection

obtained.

Lower doses in the surroundings in the event of

extreme improbable accidents can make location

nearer an urban area possible, which is advantageous

if the plant is also equipped for district heating.

The transmission lines are made shorter and thus

less expensive. The environmental impact of the

plant should also be moderate in the case of

rock-siting.

In 1976 the Stockholm Power Group (SKG) made studies

of different methods of supplying the Stockholm area

with district heating. Alternatives with only oil

fuel plants, with a nuclear power and district

heating plant on the Södertörn peninsula and with

heat transmission from the Forsmark station were

studied.

The forecasts of the SKG study estimate the need

for district heating in the year 2000 to be a little

more than UOOO MW, for the entire Stockholm region,

and 1000 MW for the Uppsala region, which could be

connected on the way should the heat be taken from

Forsmark.

i
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The thermal power mentioned represents the maximum

needs on the coldest day of the year. The rest of

the year the need is less, and it would not be opti-

mal to dimension capital intensive power and district

heating plants, fossil or nuclear, for more than

approximately half of the maximum need.

The most favourable alternative, using fossil fuels

only would mean building power and district heating

plants in the Stockholm area for a total heat produc-

tion of 18OO MW, involving an electrical power

production of somewhat over 1000 MW. The additional

demand for heat would be covered by hot water

furnaces.
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Three alternatives for nuclear power and district

heating have been studied; one unit with extraction

turbine for 1000 MW heat and 85O MW electric power;

two blocks with extraction turbines for a total of

2000 MW heat and 1700 MW electric power and one

block with a back pressure turbine for 2U00 MW heat

and 560 MW electric power production.

The SKG study has compared the total costs for

the alternatives, thereby estimating the difference

in electric power production and its value to the

Swedish power supply system. The portions of diffe-

rent energy sources in the system affect the evalua-

tion. The portion nuclear ttower has therefore been

varied.

The SKG-study draws the conclusion that nuclear

power and district heating plants are less favourable

than the best oil-fuelled alternative at current

oil prices.
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Should oil prices rise faster than other costs for

energy production nuclear alternatives 'become more

interesting. This is subject to nuclear expansion

being not too strictly limited.

If, however, nuclear expansion is so limited that

the relatively smaller electric power production

must be compensated for by oil fuelled condenser

plants, the cost of alternative power is higher,

and no significantly lower oil consumption is

achieved. Higher oil prices will not in this case

change the comparative economy for nuclear power

and district heating.

In an economic comparison between heat supply from

a Södertörn plant and from Porsmark it must be noted

that areas of different size can be attached. In

the Forsmark case Uppsala can be connected at little

extra cost and the nuclear district heating is

better exploited. At the same time the utilization

of the existing oil fuelled power and district

heating plant in Uppsala is decreased.

Comparisons between different alternatives in

the SKG-study show that a rock-sited nuclear power

and district heating plant on Södertörn can be

economically slightly more favourable than a

corresponding ground-sited plant at Forsmark, con-

sidering all the differences in costs between the

alternatives. Both investment and operational costs

for the total power and heating supplies for the

region are taken into consideration. The difference

between the alternatives is however so slight that

it falls within the factor of uncertainty of the
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calculations. It can therefore be stated that the

costs for a rock-sited nuclear power and district

heating plant on Södertörn and a plant at Forsmark

are roughly equal.

Since the two alternatives are roughly equal

economically it would be interesting to study

these plants in other aspects than the economical.

A comparison of the radiological safety is presented

in Chapter 6.

From the environmental point of view the urban

station, in spite of rock-siting, gives rise to

more disturbances than the distantly sited plant,

since the urban location is especially suitable

for recreation and other purposes. The disturbances

from blasting, transports etc. during construction

are also greater.

In the event of war the supply is more reliable

in the case of the rock-sited plant.

It is more likely that under war conditions use

of the rock-sited plant would be more justifiable

than the corresponding ground-sited plant.
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6. Differences between ground- and rock-sited

plants with respect to the risk of radio-

active spread

With the extensive safety measures demanded by the

authorities only extreme, very improbable accidents

(leading to core melt-down) make it possible to

show any difference in the impact on the surroundings

depending on location and plant design. This is

also true of a comparison between ground and rock-

siting. To illustrate the differences in impact

on the surroundings these extreme accidents will

be discussed here, even though they are so improbable

that they are normally not considered when designing

nuclear power plants.

No.rmal_O£e.rat.i<}n_

The equipment for the separation of active material

during normal operation, and the instruction for

its use are the same for ground- and rock-sited

nuclear power plants. The releases during normal

operation are small and similar, and are not judged

to affect the safety comparison between ground- and

rock-siting.

The radiation level within the plant and the radio-

active exposure for the staff are judged to be the

same as above ground.

Many of the disturbances on operation which have

occurred in existing plants, are due to unjustifiable

function of control and safety equipment on turbine ii
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vibrations etc., but some depend on leakage, small

fires and'other such events. These events do not

usually result in active releases, but may lead to

interruptions in the operation for shorter or

longer periods. These disturbances must be limited

for economical reasons, but also for their effects

on the general safety level of the plant. A large

number of disturbances may increase the probability

of an accident by being the initiating event in an

accident scenario, and by reducing the margins for

the plant safety systems. A rock-sited plant contains

more systems, has longer pipes and cables and is

more difficult to maintain. It is therefore judged

to be subject to a larger number of disturbances

than is a ground-sited plant.

When making a safety comparison between ground- and

rock-siting it is interesting to study the effects

of internal and external events not related to a

system function, but which may initiate or affect

accident scenarios. Such internal events are fires,

falling rock, flooding and sabotage. External events

can be acts of war, crashing air-craft, external

explosions and natural disasters such as hurricanes

and earthquakes.

A lengthy disruption in the contact with the high-

voltage power network can also be regarded as an

external disturbing event.
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These events are considered in the design of ground-

sited plants by demands on dimensioning, redundance,

diversification , chamber separation etc., to make

the accident risks sufficiently low. It is interest-

ing to study vhether rock-siting changes this risk

picture in any direction.

Fires.

Fires may have a direct effect on equipment with

safety functions such as cables. Smoke and heat

in the combustion gases may also affect equipment,

or make it impossible for the staff to stay in the

affected areas.

The likelihood of fires is judged to be the same

as above ground. The damage may however be worse,

since the possibilities of ventilation directly to

atmosphere are less. The amount of inflammable

matter indoors is greater in the rock-sited alterna-

tive, since diesel tanks, oil-filled transformers

etc. are located in tunnels and chambers, but these

risks are compensated for as much as possible by

extensive fire fighting equipment and suitable design

of the ventilation systems. There are however larger

problems connected with manual fire fighting in

the rock-sited alternative. Ventilation of smoke

fumes after a fire is via the ventilation systems.

These systems cannot be given the same capacity as

above ground. The ventilation is therefore relative-

ly slow.

Evacuation routes for the staff and access routes

for fire fighting are more difficult to arrange in

a rock-sited plant.

1)Diversification = Several different systems

are available for one function

ft
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Fires must thus be considered more difficult to

master than in the case of ground-siting. Design

measures can, however, make safety against activity

releases equal to above ground. The risk for damage

to equipment is judged greater in the case of rock-

siting and staff safety is somewhat less.

The. integrity, of the chamber

Should large parts of the reactor chamber fall in,

vital equipment could be damaged. This could cause

a series of events leading to unforeseeable conse-

quences. A large portion of the work in the CDL-75

study was therefore directed towards identifying

the factors determining the stability of the rock.

This is especially necessary since the reactor

chamber will be larger than previously blasted

chambers for installation purposes.

Based on this work, the study group judges it

technically possible to construct reactor chambers

with 1*5-50 m spans in many places in Swedish rock,

and with a stability restricting the risks of fall-

ing rock to a sufficiently low level.

This judgement assumes

- that the preliminary investigations of the rock

are carried out very extensively and thoroughly

- that the quality of the rock expressed in a

five grade scale is of the highest or next to

highest grade, which means that unfavourably

placed clay and cross zones are not present
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- that the rock cover exceeds U0 metres

- that rock mechanical measurements, such as de-

formation, microseismic and "bolt strain measure-

ments, are made in the reactor chamber during

blasting, construction and also during operation

of the plant

- that extensive calculations are made for the

parameter combinations the rock has at the chosen

location

- that the chamber is analysed with respect to

earthquake

The rock mechanical situation existing in locations

for a rock-sited nuclear power plant, may show very

large differences in parameter combinations. Calcula-

tions of safety against fractures (falling rock)

with general validity cannot therefore be made for

chambers with spans as large as U5-5O metres, and

probably not for smaller spans either. Such calcula-

tions must be made for each combination of para-

meters .

Theoretical calculations of the stability of

chambers have also been made for rock masses with

very unfavourable structures. The calculations are

made using the finite element method and include

strengthening measures for the rock such as bolting

and shotcrete. The calculations show that under these

unfavourable conditions it .would also be possible

to give a chamber satisfactory stability at spans

of U5-50 metres. That is if a suitable shape is
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used and appropriate strengthening measures are

taken.

A study conducted on the occurrence of chambers

with large spans seems to s-upport the theoretical

calculations. Mining technology shows several

examples of chambers with spans of this size that

have proved stable without any especially extensive

reinforcements,

The study group presents a model that shows how the

stability of the chamber can be indicated at diffe-

rent steps as a project advances. The basic elements

in this model are calculations based on extensive

field investigations and measurements during the

construction of the chambers.

To be able to analyse the stability with statistical

methods in different courses of events a series

of computer programmes is required. Such courses of

events could be an earthquake, external water

pressure, fracture of strengthening bolts etc. One

must also consider the effects of the horizontal

stresses on the stability of the high walls of

the reactor chamber. The possibility of developing

existing programmes seems good, but a major effort

must be made to be able to put into effect the

statistical methods.
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Siting a plant in rock below the recipient and

ground water levels increases the risk of flooding.

This applies mostly to the turbine hall after a

cooling water pipe rupture. Systems that could

cause flooding have therefore been equipped with

special shut-off devices, such as siphons with

air inlet valves to protect from flooding. Some

chambers are also designed to hold substantial

amounts of water without jeopardizing the safety

of the plant. Doors and locks which can withstand

overpressures from flooding as well as steam

releases are introduced.

The risk of flooding after a district heating pipe

rupture has also been treated, but the potential

amount of leaking water is substantially lower than

after a cooling water pipe rupture. Steam may,

however, be generated by boiling and this steam may

be dimensioning for the pressure relief channels

of the turbine hall.

For the long term draining of leaking groundwater

there are double draining pump systems.

The proposed measures, possibly with some supplements

should make it possible to reduce the risk of

flooding sufficiently.

1Ía_turajl £is.ajs t e_rjs, hurricanes and earthquakes

Hurricanes, floodwaves and tornadoes are judged to

have less safety effects on rock-sited plants than

on plants above ground.

I
î
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The impact of earthquake is determined by the

characteristics of the earthquake, and of local

conditions.

A ground-sited plant is affected by periodical move-

ments at ground level. These movements are magnified

by sway of the upper parts of the buildings.

Measurements have shown that the movements in the

ground are reduced at increased depth. Rock-siting

also makes it possible to support the buildings

against the rock to prevent them from swaying. The

loads on the buildings and equipment are thereby

substantially reduced compared to above ground.

Acç_ijleiits.

The scenarios of the accepted design basis accidents

will be the same for rock-siting as for ground

siting. The effects on the surroundings will be

slight in both cases.

This assumes for rock-siting some slightly increased

demands on certain building and equipment designs.

The background for this is the higher temperatures

and pressures that may occur in some scenarios as

a result of longer and narrower pressure relief

channels. This dimensioning is, however, judged

possible and leads to similar accident scenarios

for rock- and ground-siting.

An event of special interest associated with rock-

siting is a steam pipe rupture outside the contain-

ment. In a ground-sited plant the steam is relieved

to the atmosphere through hatches without a large

pressure increase in the buildings. By increased

r
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dimensioning demands and pressure relief channels

with a large cross section, this scenario also

becomes similar to that above ground.

The principal advantage of rock-siting is that the

reactor chamber has a higher resistance to tempera-

ture and pressure loads than may reasonably be

achieved for an above-ground reactor building.

Releases from extreme improbable accidents also

may therefore with great certainty be conducted

through stone bed filters to the chimney for a

high altitude release. The stone beds have a filter-

ing effect on iodine and suspended particles, and

reduce the flow by steam condensation. Inert gases

are not filtered.

Based on a scenario developed by the study and other

sources it is believed that activity releases are

distributed over a longer period and substantially

reduced after extreme and very improbable accidents

in a rock-sited plant compared -to a ground-sited

plant. There is however no reduction in inert gas

releases.

The risk of activity releases through the ground-

water should be slight in a rock-sited plant, as

is the case above ground. The groundwater flow is

directed towards the plant, and collected ground-

water can be checked for activity before release.

I
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When estimating the effects on the surroundings

it is advisable to study two plants with the same

economy, in accordance with the discussion in the

previous chapter. A location on Södertörn ht

therefore been chosen for a rock-sited plant, and

Forsmark for the corresponding ground-sited one.

Population distribution and meteorological measure-

ments at Studsvik and Agesta have been used in

the calculations.

As previously mentioned, the releases from normal

operation and after design basis accidents are so

small that no noticeable impact on the surroundings

occurs. The difference in impact from the alterna-

tive locations is therefore insignificant.

Only in the case of extreme improbable accidents

leading to core melt-down may the impact on the

surroundings be considerable, and significant

differences between the alternatives may transpire.

For this reason such an extreme accident has been

chosen for the safety comparison between a rock-

sited plant about 25 km from central Stockholm and

a remotely located plant above ground at Forsmark.

To form a basis for the calculations, a hypothetical

scenario for the extreme accident has been drawn

up. The same chain of events, initiated by total

loss of all auxiliary power has been assumed for

both plants.
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In the hypothetical accident scenario the reactor

core will start to overheat after 2 hours. There

are however no releases from the containment until

h hours have elapsed. In the above ground case the

principal parts of the release occur during one

hour, and reduced releases occur during the follow-

ing 5 hours. The released gases are very hot, and

will rise well, despite a low release level. In the

rock-sited casa the released activity will "be less

than in the above ground case, and will be evenly

distributed over 6 hours. The release is made from

the chimney at an altitude of 100 m, and will rise

further depending on the temperature and composition

of the released gases.

The effects on the surroundings will very strongly

depend on the weather at the time of the release.

Calculations of the doses received by people in

the surroundings as a result of the hypothetical

activity release have been made for a couple of

hundred weather situations, representing the

existing weather variatior. Some shielding effect

from buildings etc has been assumed, but the possi-

bilities of evacuation have not been considered.

For the Forsmark plant the calculations show that

as an average for all weather situations the result

would be 10 persons receiving doses that could

result in severe injuries. In very unfavourable

weather situations occurring only an occasional

day per year,the assumed hypothetical release may,

1)whole body doses
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however, result in about 1000 persons receiving

sufficient doses to cause severe injuries. During

tho weather situations existing throughout 98 %

of the year no severe injuries will occur, even

with the very large releases caused by the assumed

hypothetical accident scenario. In the case of

rock-siting near Stockholm, the number of persons

receiving doses that cause severe injuries is about

one as an average for all occurring weather situa-

tions, and in all about 10-20 even in the case of

such extremely unfavourable weather occurring only

a couple of days per year. Severe injuring means

radiation sickness which in some cases may be

fatal.

The comparison between the locations should not only

be made based on doses causing severe injuries, but
2)

also the risk of subsequent health effects should
be considered.

To illustrate later health effects, it has been

judged best to compare average doses on the popula-

tion throughout all existing weather situations.

In the Forsmark case the average dose on the 2.3

million inhabitants within 150 km of the location

would be about half of the annual natural radiation.

In the rock siting case near Stockholm the corre-

sponding dose on the 2 million people living within

150 km of this location would be about a third of

the annual natural radiation. These doses are small,

but since they affect such a large number of people

some late effects can be calculated to occur in the

studied population.

1)

2)

nausea, changes in the blood etc. within a

couple of weeks

cancer and genetic damage
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Considering the low probability of the hypothetical

accident, much less than one in a hundred thousand

reactor years, the statistical effect of the accident

is very small.

A certain portion of the released activity at the

accident will fall on the ground. Its radiation

may cause restrictions on the access to and use of

certain areas. Based on the significantly lower

release from the rock-sited plant of materia that

can cause such restrictions, rock-siting even near

a city is judged to be more favourable than above

ground-siting in this respect also.

The intention of the conducted calculations of

effects on the surroundings has been to compare a

rock-sited plant located near a city with a remotely

located plant above ground. The results presented

should satisfactorily illustrate the differences

between the two location principles, but do not form

a basis for a more complete analysis of the effects

on the surroundings from a given plant.
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7.

7.1

Comparison between a rock-sited plant

and a conceivable further development of

a ground-sited plant

The highly significant extra costs for a rock-sited

plant are possibly justifiable on account of apparent-

ly less risks for those living in the vicinity

during peace time, and also on account of improved

war protection. These advantages are evident in a

comparison with a ground-sited plant of current

technological type, as designed for the Forsmark 3

unit, which will probably be accepted by the safety

authorities concerned. If the safety level is to

be increased it ought to be made clear whether it

can be done, partly or completely, by modification

of current ground-siting designs, without rock-

siting, and whether such a development would be

economical. During the development of nuclear

power hitherto successively increased safety demands

have been fulfilled, without drastic technical

changes, such as rock-siting.

It is evident that safety technology, like other

technologies, will be further developed. Such a

development can follow the following main sequences:

1• The probability of disturbances is reduced

including the risk of extreme improbable acci-

dents leading to core melt-down.

2. The effects on the surroundings from a large

sub-accident, also with melted core, are reduced.

3. Protection against impact from external events [•'•

is improved. .

U. The plants are improved from an operation and

maintenance point of view, which leads indirect-

ly to increased safety against mishaps.

Î
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It is not always certain that single measures and

alterations, aiming at fulfilling the above points

lead to totally improved safety. Especially system

design alterations often result in a more complicated

system, which may have a negative effect on safety.

For this reason is it not possible simply to grade

and put a price on measures aiming at improved safety.

When treating the safety issues of nuclear power,

probabilities are presented which are so slight

that they are neglected in other industrial activities.

Extreme improbable accidents having large conse-

quences are also presented. An accident leading to

a melted core is an example of such an incident.

It is not realistic from the technological point

of view to develop a ground-sited plant to reduce

the effects on the surroundings following core melt-

down as much as can be achieved by rock-siting.

Different possibilities to reduce the probability

of disturbances (item 1 above) have been discussed.

Issues such as quality level and control, the design

of auxiliary systems and control systems, the treat-

ment of testing, service and maintenance routines

as well as the training of operational and maintenance

staff have been discussed. Some of these areas give

reason to anticipate further development. This develop-

ment should however primarily result in better every-

day safety, that is, reduce the probability of minor

disturbances harmless to the surroundings. Such

improvement measures would naturally be implemented

both on ground-sited and rock-sited plants. It is,

however, difficult to see how a development in these

'(*•'"
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7.3

areas would reduce the probability of extreme

accidents. Further safety measures are as stated

above also doubtful, since they may lead to a more

complex plant.

Development in order to reduce the consequences

for the surroundings (item 2 above) may also be

considered for a ground-sited plant. Different

possibilities of doing so have been discussed, for

example containment alterations, controll and filtered

pressure relief from the containment and development

of the systems for reducing the consequences. A

further development in this aspect has not yet

been motivated for safety reasons.

Physical protection against external events (item

3 above) such as sabotage, acts of war, crashing

aircraft and natural disasters could be improved

for a ground-sited plants, if this should be con-

sidered motivated. These measures would mostly be

concerned with building construction, but would

also be affected. The measures would yield

advantages of the same character as those associated

with rock-siting. Especially with regard to war

protection rock-siting naturally offers a much

higher safety level than ground-siting can possibly

provide. Nor is it likely that development of a

ground-sited plant could provide the degree of

protection against external sabotage offered by

a rock-sited plant.

r
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A further development from the operational and

maintenance points of view, (item U above) is

important for all industrial plants. Such a develop-

ment depends on the continuously increasing amount

or information, yielded by experiences from practical

operation and resulting in the drawing up of regula-

tions and routines for operation and maintenance,

especially preventive maintenance. These experiences

can be implemented both in ground- and rock-sited

plants.

Further development of a rock-sited plant can

result in improved safety, both as regards "every-

day safety" and by measures restricting the conse-

quences of very improbable and extreme accidents.

The importance of the consequences of extreme acci-

dents is very dependent on the density of the popula-

tion around the plant. Relatively remote locations

make the advantages of rock-siting with regard to

protection against extreme accidents less important

than the more favourable conditions for normal

operation provided by the ground-sited plant. With

a high density of population around the plant,

which can be the case with nuclear power and district

heating plants, it must be established that rock-

siting gives better protection against extreme

accidents, including acts of war, than is reasonably

attainable by the development of a ground-sited

plant.
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8. The need for nuclear power production

under war conditions

In the CDL-7^ study it was shown that the number

of nuclear power units required to be in operation

during a war in 19©5 varied depending on the nature

of the aggression and level of consumption. The

study was based on input data which are not represen-

tative today in assessing the need for nuclear power

under war conditions about 1990. This point in time

has been chosen partly depending on the time it

takes to construct a rock-sited unit.

The development of the future peace-time demand for

electric power is at the present very uncertain.

The issue is being intensively studied by the energy

commission and others. Parliamentary treatment of

the energy issue in 1978 will make possible a more

certain assessment of the future situation.

Together with other sources, the 1975 long term

study made by the Swedish Government provides a

basis for the calculation of peace-time electric

power demands in 1990 in the case of various develop-

ments of the social economy. To these demands may

be added what is required to implement a changeover

from oil to electricity in order to reduce Sweden's

dependence on petroleum.

For the purposes of this study, despite the uncertain-

ty of future development, certain levels of peace-

time consumption 1990 have been assumed. The levels

16O and 185 TWh have been chosen. The lower level

corresponds to the basic alternative in the scenarios

I
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8.2

studied by the energy commission. The higher level

illustrates a case with a higher oil/electricity

conversion effort.

Based on these levels and an economic assessment

of the distribution of power production from

different sources (based on the 1975 parliament

decision), lU or 18 nuclear units are required

for the lower and higher levels.

A secret appendix to this report presents a study

of war time conditions in 1990. As was shown in

CDL-7^» the need for nuclear power varies with

different attack situations, oil supply and supply

standard. If no part of Sweden is occupied and in

one of the three attack situations no nuclear power

is required. In two attack situations nuclear or

fossil power is required in varying degrees.

It is not for this study to determine which of these

attack situations should form a basis for the final

decision as to whether future nuclear units should

be sited in rock for war protection reasons. It is

difficult to show that any one attack situation

is more probable than any other, politically or

strategically. The long-term planning of the economic

defence, the 1971» defence study and the 1975 study

on oil storage are all based on the same alternative.

This is based on this alternative dimensioning the

measures for military preparedness. This alternative

is, however, not toally relevant as a basis for the

need of nuclear power in war.
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Within the frame work of future power production

systems there are several ways to satisfy the demand

for electric power in war.

One way is to use the necessary ground-sited nuclear

power in war as far as this is technically possible.

In such a case the risks have been judged acceptable,

compared to other risks for the population and

society in war. This is, however, an uncertain

possibility, having regard to the risk of war damage

to the plants.

Another way is to site nuclear power in rock to

such an extent that the demand for electric power

is fulfilled. Thus most of the conceivable risks

of war damage to the plants are avoided. The solution

must however be weighed against the costs, to the

probability of the area being occupied in other

attack situations, and to the risk that damage to

above-ground components of the power production and

distribution systems makes it impossible to use the

plant to the desired extent.

A third way is to utilize no nuclear power at all

in war time. Hereby the risks for war damage to the

nuclear units are largely avoided, as also are the

heavy economical sacrifices involved in rock-siting,

and the risk that rock-sited plants are not "profit-

able". Here, however, there are risks of power short-

ages.

At present the Board of Civil Defence and the Research

Institute of the National Defence are jointly engaged

on a study of the chemical and radiological risks

for civilians in war. This study will be completed

in the spring of 1978 and may be expected to give a

further basis for deciding whether or not to utilize

nuclear power in war time.
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9. Acts of war and sabotage against

nuclear power plants

As stated in Chapter 8, there may, under some

circumstances, be a need to operate nuclear power

plants in war time. When assessing the risks involved,

it should be borne in mind that war experiences show

that power supplies are attacked sooner or later,

the primary aim being to achieve production inter-

ruptions for shorter or longer periods. Some of our

power plants are located in probable invasion areas

and directions of attack, involving an obvious risk

of damage or occupation.

A nuclear power plant may also be a direct target

if for example it has a harbour. The most probable

methods of combat are air raids and sabotage, the

principal aim being an interruption of production.

Efforts are made in the field of international- law

to safeguard nuclear power plants from acts of war.

It is reasonable to believe that some form of con-

vention will be agreed on by I98O.

Should a nuclear power plant be attacked it is

certainly possible to avoid reactor damage, if the

sole aim of the aggressor is to make production

impossible. On the other hand, it must be borne in

mind that acts of war for the purposes of terror

may lead to radioactive releases.
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We must note that a shutdown nuclear power plant

may also "be attacked. The probability of the attack

resulting in overheating of the core and a large

activity release is, however, substantially lower

than in the case of a plant in operation.

The reactor systems are not pressurized, and more

time is available both for preventing overheating

and for protecting the surroundings, if overheating

should occur. The longer the fuel has rested in the

reactor after shutdown, the greater the time available

before activity spreads.

If attacks on the plant concern shutdown reactors

only, the possibilities of preventing large activity

releases are increased. Should there still be a

large activity release, this would be more limited

and would take place after a longer time has elapsed,

enabling efficient protection measures in the sur-

roundings .

Rock-siting provides supreme protection against

weapon impact compared to ground siting, even when

the ground sited plant has been given improved

protection. The risk of large activity releases is

thus substantially reduced for a rock-sited plant.

I
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Even against acts of sabotage that may occur both

in peace and war is the rock-sited plant better

than the ground-sited. The difference is naturally

difficult to estimate. In comparison the risk of

sabotage against other industries and society func-

tions, it is not judged that the differences should

affect the choice between rock-and ground-siting.

r
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The international terror activities that have

increased during the last few years may naturally

also be directed towards a nuclear power plant.

Extensive measures have already been taken at

Swedish nuclear power plants (such as physical

protection) to prevent terrorists from gaining

access to the plant. A rock-sited plant with only

a few entries limits their possibilities still

further. In this respect the rock-sited plant is

superior to the ground-sited plant.
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10.

10. 1

Decommissioning of nuclear power plants

after terminated operation

Decommissioning of a nuclear power plant means dis-

continuing operation, the safe shutdown of the

reactor plant, dismantling the plant and its active

components, deposition of active wastes and restoring

the area to enable its use for other purposes.

The following levels of decommissioning may occur.

1. Shutdown, removal of nuclear fuel, radioactive

gases, liquids and dust and their safe disposal.

Sealing off all spaces containing radioactive

matter on the site.

2. Dismantling and removal of all buildings and

systems except the reactor containment and the

systems within the containment.

3. Total dismantling and removal of reactor

containment and its component systems.

A total dismantling of ground and rock-sited nuclear

power plants is today both technically and practically

feasible. This has been demonstrated by the experi-

mental reactor at Elk River, USA. From the economic

point of view it is not likely that a plant should

be completely dismantled until 30-1*0 years have

elapsed since shutdown. To which level of decommis--

sioning the plant should be taken at a certain time

depends on the extent the site is required for other

purposes.
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Procedures and costs for decommissioning have been

studied in Prance, the United Kingdom, Germany and

to some extent in the USA. These factors were also

considered in the CDL-75 study. All studies have so

far been of a relatively summary character. UNÍPEDE

is currently conducting a study of the issue, to

which the Swedish State Power Board is making a

contribution•
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A determining factor in assessing the resources

required and thereby the costs of decommissioning

a plant is the desired level. When decommissioning

to levels 1 and 2 above certain functions must

be maintained, such as pumping leaking ground-water,

controlling air flows, and some radiation and activi-

ty supervision.

The reactor containment is designed in the first

instance to contain all kinds of radioactivity, which

makes it suitable for the storage of disassembled

active parts and moderately active wastes from other

units on the site.

A total dismantling (level 3) immediately after

terminated operation means a significant single

cost. The French study concerning a 900 MW PWR unit

shows a decommissioning cost of k-d % of the initial

investment. After 30-U0 years the cost is estimated

at 2-k % of the investment. By thus postponing the

total dismantlement the costs may be reduced.

The latter case, however, involves some running

costs. These costs will greatly depend on what other

industrial activity is conducted on the site, for

example other nuclear units still in operation. In

1)UNÍPEDE = Union Internationale des Producteurs

et Distributeurs d'Energie Electrique

F
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this case cooling water systems and other general

devices may be further used. It would also be easier

to meet demands on supervision of activity levels

for an organization familiar with this technology.

An American study within the AIF presents for a

1200 MW BWR plant a cost of 5 % of the construction

cost for an immediate total dismantling, and 1 %

for only sealing the plant off.

The AIF has calculated the cost for sealing off

and later total dismantling after about 100 years

to be about 3.5 % of the construction costs. This

represents the total disassembly of a complete unit

without reusing storages etc and includes running

costs. The time of 100 years is chosen with regard

to the decay of cobolt-60. After this period manual

treatment of the reactor tank and internal parts is

permissible. A waiting period of 50 years also

means a drastic decrease in radiation to about a

thousandth, which means a drastic reduction of the

necessary radiation protection compared to immediate

dismantling.

The decommissioning costs for a single unit on a

site with more units cannot differ substantially

from corresponding costs in conventional heavy

industry.

In the case of rock-siting it is less certain that

there should be more units on the site. Decommission-

ing a rock-sited plant near a large city can lead

1)AIF = Atomic Industrial Forum
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to powerful demands for the restoration of the

area for other purposes. . "

Demands for immediate total dismantling should not

however be so powerful as for a rock-sited plant.

Decommissioning a plant to the level 1, sealing off

including demolition above ground would be sufficient

for using the area above for other purposes. This

should be seen as an advantage for the rock-sited

plant compared to the above-ground plant.

If, on the other hand, we compare the "total dis-

mantling" situation for rock- and above-ground siting,

the advantage of rock-siting is less effect from

the actual dismantling process on the surroundings.

If demands are made that new nuclear power plants

already at the projecting stage are to be prepared

for decommissioning, the costs for these prepara-

tions should be less in the case of the rock-sited

plant.

The conclusion is that complete dismantling of

both ground- and rock-sited plants is perfectly

possible, and that the costs are of the same order.
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11. Time schedule and costs

The CDL-75 presented a time schedule for the

construction of a rock-sited nuclear power plant.

The prolongation for rock siting was estimated at

1.5 years, compared with ground-siting.

This study has treated the time schedule in a general

manner only. No factors changing the times presented

toy the CDL-75 have arisen.

The time schedule means that the location permit

should be applied for 10 years before operation,

and that reactor and turbine plants should be

ordered 8.5 years in advance. The corresponding

times for ground-sited plants are 8.5 and 7 years

respectively.

The extra costs for rock-siting of a nuclear power

plant have been calculated at the November 1976

price level and compared to an above ground BWR

3000 plant (Forsmark 3). The technical treatment

is naturally not so detailed as for the above

ground plant, which affects the accuracy of the

economic assessments. The uncertainty of the

presented costs is estimated at 15 %•

On the construction side the increased costs are

caused by rock work. Apart from the costs for

blasting the chambers, the costs for tunnels and

strengthening measures weigh heavily. The increase
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in costs for concrete work is mostly for shorter

working time, additional wages and more difficult

transports. Also the increased construction volume

adds to the increase.

Rock-siting results in lower potential loads from

earthquakes, compared to corresponding ground-

siting, thereby somewhat reducing the extra costs

for rock-siting.
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Increased costs for electric and thermal equipment

are chiefly due to higher installation costs and

changes in the system design to adapt it to rock-

siting; The layout with several separate chambers

requires longer pipes and cables for many systems.

The siting below sea level makes it necessary to

change the design of the cooling system including

the turbine condenser.

Engineering and administration costs will rise

due to the longer construction and installation

period. The extra cost for interest during construc-

tion has been computed, using a 10 ? calculating

interest and a payment plan corresponding to the

money use of the project. The interest share of

the total extra cost for rock-siting is about k3 %.

The longer pipes and the corresponding pressure

losses lead to the plant producing somewhat less

power (around 3 MW) than a corresponding ground-

sited plant.
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The extra costs for rock-siting are estimated at

the following figures in million Sw.cr.

160Rock work

Construction

Electric and thermal

equipment

- Reactor 195

- Turbine 90

- Electric

250

equipment 10 295

Administration 20

Interest during construction 1*20

Costs for power reduction 15

Total extra costs 1000

If the investment cost for an above-ground plant

of 1000 MW generated power is U100 million Sw.cr.,

the extra costs for rock-siting represent an

increase of 25 %•

Operation and maintenance costs increase in rock-

siting due to increased staff and increased needs

for local power. Rock-siting could also lead to

decreased accessibility due to more difficult

communications between the different parts of the

plant. The increased variable costs are however

subordinate to the increase in investment costs in

the total economy of the plant.

1)One million Swedish crowns equals about (Oct. 1977)

$ 210000, £ 120000, DM 1*70000.
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ABOVE GROUND SITING
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PERMITS
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FORMAL PERMIT

PUNT PROCEEDINGS
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Enclosures (only available in Swedish)

Enclosure 1 Technical description of a rock-

sited plant.

Enclosure 2 Safety analysis.

Enclosure 3 Rock mechanics.

Enclosure k

"SECRET"

The demand for nuclear power

production at war.


